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Weekly Newsletter from 14-18 March       

This will be a supportive final week for commodities, especially oil, but 
precious metals bull journey to start yet… most awaited FED event is coming 

but buy market… … 

 

Dear Members,    

Putin is getting aggressive, and trying to finish 

this war as soon as possible, but on the other 

hand, the Ukrainians are giving the Russians a 

tough time. “There are some battles worth 

fighting”, and it feels like this is one of those 

battles for the Ukrainians. They know that the 

Russian army is much larger and better 

equipped, but they are not worried about their lives, and even 

though they know that they may not survive, and leave their families behind in 

uncertainty, they continue to stand strong and keep fighting for their country. 

The Ukraine/Russia war news may continue to bring uncertainty into the 

market. At this stage, the Russian Markets have been closed for more than two 

weeks. The Russian ADRs are losing value non-stop, and their value has been 

destroyed by 90% or more in terms of market cap since the beginning of the 

war. Russian companies are aware that as soon as the market opens, they may 

fall 50-90%, so at this stage, they are happy that the markets are closed, but 

they will eventually have to open. I am eagerly awaiting the opening of the 
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Russian Market, but no date has 

been announced yet. RUSL has 

been falling nonstop but now 

they have halted trading. 

The Chinese markets have also 

been falling non-stop. Chinese 

tech stocks and ADRs are also 

hitting new lows. BABA, BIDU, 

Tencent, and many other giants 

are losing value non-stop. The 

Chinese ETF YINN tested a 

historic low as it fell below $4.00 

from the high of $62.  

Many Chinese/Russian intellectuals, Communist party leaders, and business 

people are not very happy with Xi and as well as Putin’s handling of 

international affairs. Both are very strong political leaders in their countries, 

and both have the intention to lead their country as long as they live. However, 

the inside intellectual circle in both these countries is not happy with all the 

recent developments, which have pushed both these countries down a path of 

economic ruin.  

This year the Chinese leaders will meet and decide whether President Xi should 

continue to hold power or not, however, no one can remove Putin from power 

as he has already changed the constitution of the country and appointed 

himself as the president of Russia for life.  
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COVID-19 dominated the market trend over the last two years, and now the 

Russia Issue, which brought uncertainty in the commodity market, and some of 

the commodity prices went beyond our imagination, (i.e. Nickel). Oil, Wheat, 

Corn, and a few other commodities also moved sharply higher, which is creating 

inflationary pressure on every country. Many are afraid of a recession, while 

others are afraid of a low growth rate in the corporate world, especially in the 

USA and Europe.  

This week one of the most important events will take place, which is the FED 

meeting. It will be the testing time for the FED committee and the FED 

chairman, to see what he does with the interest rate decision, and what he says 

during the Press conference. The equity market has been falling, the recession 

is knocking on the door, inflation is moving rapidly higher, the corporate world 

is still trying to recover from COVID, a historic energy crisis is looming in Europe, 

and the Ukraine/Russia war continues to get nastier.  

Our viewpoint is very, very clear, and if I am not able to provide a clear 

viewpoint during the most uncertain time, then why should anyone listen to 

us? In our book “2022 Financial Predictions” as per the Astro cycles, we have 

already announced that the Bull era in the financial markets is about to begin 

from the end of April. We have already mentioned that from the end of April 

onwards the market will have a one-sided rally, at least for four to five months, 

which may push all the indexed towards a new high. From now to April end, 

you need to keep investing money if you have any extra lying around or 

continue to hold your investments in the market.  

The Aquarius Sun will be changing on Monday 14 March around the time that 

the US market closes, so it will certainly bring some good news for the global 
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markets on Tuesday, which means that Monday’s low will be the bottom for 

the US market during 2022.  

The Sun in Pieces created a bottom in 2020 as well as a bottom in 2009, and we 

are expecting the same in 2022. We have been fortunate over the last three 

decades as we were able to pick up the bottom in the market at exactly the 

right time, and I hope we are right this time as well.  

The FED meeting on Wednesday will push the market sharply higher, so keep 

cash ready to buy the market if it moves lower after the FED rate hike 

announcement. From Monday to Friday, deploy your cash into the market 

every day, and I am sure that you won’t regret making this decision by 

September end, as these decisions will be very fruitful. This is my advice to you.  

The dollar is close to the top, so keep this in mind, and this week Dollar will 

form the top of 2022.  

Commodities are close to the top, but our view is still very bullish for other 

commodities during 2022/23, so buy longer-term calls in precious metals and 

some for crop commodities, or adopt a strategy where you lock your risk and 

take the maximum benefits.  

Last week the financial markets traded very uncertainly, and they overall lost 

value during the week.  

Commodities traded are very volatile as well.  

The dollar remained very firm against frontline currencies.  

Traders are feeling the most uncertain time in the financial markets. All the 

country’s financial markets are acting differently, and we only recommend 
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building long positions in the Us market, Lithium stocks, semiconductor and 

Alternative energy stocks.  

Interest Rate Decision: we already predicted that the FED will only hike rates 

twice in 2022, and we are still holding this prediction. These hikes will be lighter, 

and the FED will sound less Hawkish and will adopt a ‘wait and watch’ mentality.  

The overall trend of this week: This week markets will form the bottom, 

commodities will move higher but energy and base metals will make the top, 

grains will remain firm. 

Let’s get back to the financial markets from the 14th to the 18th of March 2022:  

GOLD/SILVER/BASE METALS 

Last week Precious and Base metals tested 

their highs on Monday and then started losing 

value throughout the week. Our recommended 

profit booking around the higher side is Gold at 

$2070, and silver at $27.71, as both these 

metals, tested these levels and came down. Platinum is closely following Gold 

and Silver. 

 The rest of the base metals are trading volatile but witnessing selling pressure 

around their higher side trading levels.  

After analyzing this week’s Astro combinations, we still believe that Metals will 

trade volatile this week but the overall trend may remain positive, and after 

that, some serious correction may come.  

If you have short-term buys in gold and silver, then you should be closing these 

positions on Thursday. Also, sell base metals on Thursday around higher sides. 
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After this week trade in and out and wait for the end of April to buy back some 

positions. If you are holding longer-term call options in gold and silver, 

continue to hold on to these positions this week, and get ready to add new 

long positions in the last week of April.  

This week On Monday and Tuesday the Astro combinations are supportive buy 

precious metals on any sharp corrections and book profit on the higher side in 

Precious and Base metals.  

On Wednesday we have the FED meeting, and we all know that Gold and Silver 

are very sensitive to the FED decision, but I will recommend buying some short-

term call options in Gold and Silver. I am not recommending buying futures 

positions, as they are trading at the yearly high, and if you are trading the 

futures market, it can be very risky, and we haven’t forgotten what happened 

last year.   

On Wednesday the overall Astro combinations are supportive, and although 

Gold and Silver may go down after the FED meeting, they will bounce back.  

Prices will move sharply higher on Thursday as well.  

On Friday we see profit booking coming back in metals, so we recommend 

booking profit on the higher side or one close long in metals.  

IMPORTANT NOTE: Whichever metal trades negatively on Wednesday and 

Thursday, it will be bad news for that metal, so keep a close watch on these 

metals. If Gold and Silver trade negatively, then I will be a little concerned, and 

won’t recommend any new buyer for the short term but I expect a positive 

trend so I am not worried at this stage. However, if they trade positively then 
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follow our recommendation as mentioned in every week’s newsletter, as both 

these metals will follow the Astro cycles.  

Avoid holding any longs in Base metals after Thursday. Sell all the other base 

metals stocks and buy lithium stocks.  

April outlook: Overall April will bring a very bearish cycle for base metals so 

keep this in mind.  

• The Astro support for Gold will be $2070 and Silver 27.71, they 

closed above $1920 and $24.71 closing below these levels will bring short 

term weakness. Platinum’s Astro resistance will be at $1187 and support 

at $1018.  

• Copper’s Astro resistance will be at $498, and support at $443. 

Palladium Astro resistance will be $3148 and support at $2475. Closing 

below this level will make it test $1811. The next resistance for Nickel will 

be $50778 and Aluminum $40238.  

Monday’s Astro combination recommendation – On Monday one can hold 

longs in precious metals if you buy at lows as it is a positive Astro day for 

precious metals and a mixed day for the base metals. Get ready for 

Wednesday’s flash news as we may recommend aggressive trades.  

Monday’s trading ranges: (Continue 2022 Contracts): 

GOLD: $2003 to $1959.00 (Spot: 2003 to 2060) 

SILVER: $26.42 TO $25.90 (Spot:26.37 to 25.82) 

COPPER: $468.00 TO $458.00 

PLATINUM: $1101.00 TO $1073.00 

PALLADIUM: $2909.00 TO $2707.00 
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INDEXES 

Last week globally the markets traded 

negatively once again. Many great US 

companies are trading at very lucrative prices, 

especially semiconductor stocks, which are 

falling unnecessarily. What a great time to buy 

these stocks! Buy/Accumulate them without fear, and by the end of this year, 

you will be thankful for the Astro cycle theory. Keep accumulating SOXL as by 

the end of this year it will test the 3-digit mark.  

I am waiting for the Sun to end this uncertainty and bring some stability, which 

you will see from Tuesday onwards. Every major financial media is showing 

negative news regarding war, inflation, FED, growth, and inflation, but do not 

read this news at this stage, and just focus on your investment planning as you 

have another 6 weeks to finish all your investment planning. If I am not 

mistaken, then the US market should bottom out on Monday.  

At this stage avoid the international markets even though they are looking very 

attractive, as our focus is mainly on the US market. Though YINN, BIDU, and 

BABA look like great bets, avoid them as compared to these stocks, US 

companies are managed far better.  

Keep acquiring Lithium stocks, in fact, last week they performed very well.  

Clean energy stocks are also among our top picks, but they will turn profitable 

in the longer term, so you need to keep this in mind.  

Energy and Base material stocks are on our selling list, so avoid any major 

buying in both these areas.  
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Financials, transport, and retailers will trade in a mixed trend, but Hotel and 

Casino stocks are ready to move higher.  

Among all the above-mentioned areas, you can plan your own strategy 

regarding whether you want to buy options, equities, ETF’s, etc.  

This week’s Astro combinations indicate: 

On Monday uncertainty will continue in the global markets because it is the last 

day of the Sun in Aquarius so acquire some aggressive long positions around 

the lower side in the market without fearing FED and war situations.  

On Tuesday the Sun will be in Pieces which is great news for investors, and what 

a day to start accumulating stocks. I recommend all the big boys of Wall Street 

to cancel all other commitments and start focusing on investments because this 

will be one of the best days to put money in the market.  

On Wednesday the FED news will make many nervous so traders be unsure, but 

there is no need to be nervous, and get ready to buy in the markets after the 

FED decision, if the market goes down.  

On Thursday the market will have a good rally and will close in the green in a 

big way. 

On Friday the market will open higher, and then will trade sideways.  

• S&P has a very important Astro support at 4161 and Nasdaq 13161, we 

don’t see both these indexes closing below this level for more than three to five 

days, so these are the most important Astro support levels. On the Higher side 

profit booking for short-term traders will be at 4459 in S&P and 14819 for 

NASDAQ.  
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Monday’s Astro combination recommendation:  On Monday we strongly 

recommend buying some short-term call options in the market and financial 

stocks. 15 Sun is changing which is great news for investors and I have been 

waiting for that.  

Monday’s trading ranges: (March 2022 Contracts) 

HONG KONG (cash) –20789 to 19023 

NIKKEI – 25198 to 24681 

NIFTY S&P (Spot) – 16653 TO 16271 

CAC – 6255 TO 6121 

DAX – 13598 TO 13311 

DEX EURO STOXX –3691 to 3621 

FTSE – 7151 TO 7041 

S&P e-mini – 4271 TO 4141 

NASDAQ 100 e-mini – 13651 TO 13111 

RUSSELL e-mini – 2015 TO 1951.00 

DOW e-mini – 33335 TO 32771 

 

CURRENCIES 

Last week Dollar made another high, which 

should be the high of 2022. The dollar can hang 

around both sides for another two weeks, but 

after the 21st of March, weakness will start in the 

Dollar. We already stated that from the end of 

April, and for the rest of the year the Dollar will keep moving lower, which 

means that the Dollar may move towards a low of 2022.  
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Over the last two months, it has been very interesting to watch a few emerging 

market currencies performing very well while frontline currencies struggle. We 

believe that the same trend may continue. Our overall view is bullish for 

Emerging market currencies.  

This week we still recommend selling the USD and buying most of the 

currencies on Wednesday and Thursday. Though in the uncertain time of war 

and depression, people like to stay long in US Dollar as it is a safe-haven 

currency, that won’t be the case in the coming weeks.  

This week’s Astro Combinations Indicate:  

On Monday Dollar can remain firm, and most of the frontline currencies can 

continue to lose further value. Some weakness will be witnessed in the 

emerging market currencies as well.  

On Tuesday a mixed trend is expected in most of the currencies so trade in and 

out, by following the daily ranges mentioned in Tuesday’s daily Flashnews.  

On Wednesday any sharp rise can be taken as an opportunity to sell the USD, 

and buy most of the currencies.  

On Thursday once again a mixed trend will continue, and we recommend 

trading in and out, because as mentioned Dollar can keep rebounding till the 

21st of March.  

On Friday most of the currencies will trade negatively, but they will recover half 

of the losses late during the trading sessions.  

From next week we strongly recommend buying British Pound and the Euro, so 

do not take any aggressive long or short positions during this week and remain 
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a short-term trader. Australian & Canadian Dollar, South African Rand, Brazilian 

Real, and Mexican Peso are the best bets against the USD.  

 

• Dollar Index has an important Astro resistance at 97.75, and closing 

above this level for three days may push it towards 99.68. Closing below 97.75 

for the three days will push towards 95.78.   

• In the short term the important Astro support level will be: Australian 

0.7048, Canadian 0.7692, Pound 1.3073, Euro 1.0782, Franc 1.0545, and Yen 

0.8368. Euro will have an important Astro resistance at 1.1519, Pound 1.3788, 

Canadian at 0.8177, Australian Dollar 0.7555, Yen 0.8948, and Swiss Franc 

1.1111.  

• Rand 13.01, USD/Peso 19.32, REAL 5.00, and Rupee 72.78 are crucial 

Astro supports for the USD, and on the higher side dollar may struggle to close 

above these Astro resistance levels against Rand 16.98, Peso 22.88, Real 5.73, 

and Rupee 75.78.  

Monday’s Astro combination recommendation – On Monday trade in and out 

as USD will remain firm on Monday and wait for Wednesdays as most of the 

currencies will come in buying list after the FED meeting.  

Monday’s trading range: (March 2022 future Contract): 

DOLLAR INDEX – 99.65 to 98.81 

AUSTRALIAN DOLLAR – 0.7328 to 0.7247 

CANADIAN DOLLAR – 0.7883 to 0.7818 

BRITISH POUND – 1.3082 to 1.2938 

EURO – 1.0962 to 1.0863 

JAPANESE YEN – 0.8570 to 0.8486 

SWISS FRANC – 1.0715 to 1.0653 
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USD/RUPEE – 77.02 to 76.43 (Spot)  

USD/RAND – 15.09 to 14.91 (Spot) 

USD/PESO – 20.98 to 20.82 (Spot) 

USD/REAL – 5.12 to 5.04 (Spot) 

 

ENERGY 

Last week a sharp rise and fall were 

witnessed in the Oil market. Heating Oil and 

RB Gas also lost significant value. If the war 

situation intensifies, it may bring more 

volatility, but it still looks very difficult for Oil, 

Heating Oil, and RB Gas to breach the higher side level of last week.   

This week’s Astro Combinations Indicate:  

On Monday the Astro combinations are supportive for the Energy market, so 

prices may move higher or hold value, but on the higher side one can book 

profit because Tuesday selling pressure will come at higher sides in the energy 

market.  

On Wednesday Oil prices will move on both sides, and we are still 

recommending selling Oil, heating oil, and RB gas around the higher side, and 

covering back the positions around the lower side, so follow our daily trading 

ranges as mentioned in the daily Flash news.  

On Thursday once again our strategy will be to sell oil around the higher side, 

but this time you can carry your shorts on to Friday as prices will start coming 

down.  
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In the short term, we do not see Oil testing $130 again, and I won’t be 

surprised at all if it goes back to $94 in a few weeks’ time. This week from 

Tuesday to Thursday keep building sell around higher sides.  

Natural Gas’ trend looks far better from Wednesday, so one can take long 

positions on this day, and hold on to the long trades.  

• Oil’s closing above 114.68 for three days will push it towards 124.98. 

Closing below $108.71 will push it back towards $90.91 so keep these levels in 

mind.  

• The new trading range for Natural Gas will be from $5.28 to $4.38.  

Monday’s Astro combination recommendations for Oil – On Monday oil may 

hold or gain value because it is supportive of Astro day for the energy market.   

Monday’s trading range (Continued future 2022 contracts): 

OIL: 111.98 to $104.65 

NATURAL GAS: $4.80 to $4.62 

HEATING OIL: $3.6301 TO 3.3211 

RB GAS: $3.3419 TO $3.1955 

 

GRAINS 

Last week grain prices traded very volatile, 

but Wheat fell non-stop. Though Ukraine and 

Russia together produce 28% of the world’s 

wheat and 16% of the world’s corn, it doesn’t 

mean that prices can keep moving higher. 
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Surely short-term volatility may continue, but as predicted, Corn will perform 

far better than wheat.  

On Monday Wheat and Corn will be great buys on weakness as prices can 

recover, so if you are buying then book profit very quickly by Thursday or Friday. 

You can also follow our daily Flashnews ranges to trade in and out.  

This Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday, a mixed trend will continue with prices 

recovering from the lower levels. There is a possibility that prices can move 

sharply higher on Thursday, and on Friday prices can move sharply lower. I think 

most of the grains will make a top during this week.  

Corn’s Astro support will be at $689 and $651, Wheat $938, and Soy’s Astro 

support at $1523. The next resistance for corn will be $857, soy $1725, wheat 

$1305, these are selling levels.  

Monday Astro combination recommendations – Grains will act positively on 

Monday so buying is recommended, if you are short then cover short at least 

for this week.  

Monday trading range (Continue Future contracts 2022 contracts): 

CORN: $771 TO $748.00  

WHEAT: $1139.00 TO $1071.00 

SOY: $1691.00 TO $1659.00 

SOY MEAL: $484.00 TO $468.00 

SOY OIL: $77.01 TO $74.28 

 

SOFT COMMODITIES 
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Last week as predicted softs traded 

directionless, though some buying came in 

Cotton and Cocoa. Still as predicted one should 

stay on the sidelines in softs until the 15th of 

March. From last week’s lower side prices, we do 

not see much of a fall on the lower side, but I would still like to wait for some 

more time before buying any aggressive longs in our favorite trades Coffee, and 

Cotton.  

If softs trade negatively on Wednesday and Thursday, then I will recommend 

staying on the sidelines till the 14th of April because till mid-April volatility will 

continue in crop commodities. Though Coffee and Cotton are different type of 

crop commodities (not like traditional grains), the astrological fundamentals 

are the same because softs and grains grow from the earth.  

This week’s Astro Combinations Indicate:  

On Monday softs will trade uncertain to negative, and the same kind of trend 

will continue Tuesday, so avoid them.  

On Wednesday softs will trade mixed, and some buying will be witnessed in 

sugar and cotton.  

On Thursday a positive trend will be witnessed in soft commodities, but on 

Friday once again some selling pressure will come back.  

Cotton shouldn’t close below $118.75, and coffee $218.75, otherwise short-

term weakness may start with 5 to 7% further weakness.   
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Lumber is still on our selling list. Sugar has an Astro resistance at $20.71 and 

support at $18.11. Cotton has an Astro support at $111.75 and resistance at 

$127.81. Cocoa’s Astro support level is $2375 and Astro resistance $2875. 

• Coffee has an important Astro level that will be at $218.25, below this 

prices will stabilize around the $201 level.  

Monday Astro combination recommendations – Finally softs are close to the 

bottom but I will recommend waiting for some more time, on Monday trade 

in and out.  

Monday’s trading range: (Continued future 2022 Contract): 

COFFEE: $224.25 TO 218.00 

COTTON: 122.01 - TO 119.01 

COCOA: 2653  TO 2581 

SUGAR: $19.51 TO $19.01 

 

THIRTY YEAR BOND 

Last week Bond traded negatively as predicted. 

Bond prices faced challenges to move above 

160-00, but the good news is that it has been 

holding 153-00. Closing below 153-00 will be 

bad news for the bond market, and a sharp 

correction can be witnessed, which can push prices towards 148-00.  

This week’s Astro Combinations Indicate:  

On Monday Bond prices will trade on both sides, so trade in and out.  

On Tuesday higher side selling will be witnessed.  
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On Wednesday sell some aggressive positions in Bond after the FED meeting, 

and on Thursday and Friday prices will gain value.  

Bond has been trading in the ranges as per predicted 160-00 to 153-00 for some 

time.  

Monday’s Astro combination recommendation – Sell bonds around the higher 

side and cover shorts around the lower sides on Monday.  

Monday’s trading range (March 2022 contract): 

TREASURY BOND – 155-18 TO 154-08 

 

CRYPTO CURRENCIES 

Last week Crypto prices tried to recover on 

Janet Yellen’s comments, but they failed to 

remain higher. We still do not see Bitcoin 

trading above 43878. Closing below 37278 

will open the door for Bitcoin to trade below 

33000. At this stage we are not recommending any buying in Bitcoin. Higher 

side selling is recommended.  

This week’s Astro Combinations Indicate:  

On Monday Bitcoin and Crypto prices will lose value so selling is recommended.  

On Tuesday during the Asian market some buying will come and cryptos may 

remain positive.  

On Wednesday higher side selling is recommended and add more shorts on 

Thursday.  

On Friday, Saturday, and Sunday prices will drop.  
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This is not a good time to hold longs in cryptocurrency and bitcoin.  

Thanks & God Bless 

Mahendra Sharma 

 

13th March 2022, 03:00 PM, PST 

Please download our mahendraprophecy.com app on your handset device as from 

tomorrow you will start receiving push notifications on the handset whenever we send 

an update or newsletter. You can download the app from our website provided link at 

the top when opening 

 on the desktop, and if opening our website on your phone then you will see the 

download button at the bottom.  

 

Download 

 

Download 

This "Day Trading Letter" will give you a great advantage on our Mobile Apps. It will 

notify you whenever our predicted lower and higher range targets are reached so 

you can close positions if you are day trader. You can download our apps from the 

below links. 

Here you download IOS or Android app: 

https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/mahendraprophecy.com/id1063128474 

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=mahendraprophecy.app 

 

Make wave of nature/astronomical cycle an integral part of your  

trading/Investment strategies! 
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Copyrights: We have just updated the copyrights of our work on 
www.mahendraprophecy.com, under the USA and under 
international laws. There will be heavy penalties and legal charges 
against individuals, groups or firms who are copying, editing or 
forwarding our work in any form without authorized permission.   

Members or Subscribers of mahendraprophecy.com should do their 

own research and due diligence before investing in any of 

recommendations. Investing in stocks, futures and options is very 

speculative and carries a high amount of risk. Subscriber may lose 

money trading and investing in such investment.   

http://www.mahendraprophecy.com/disclaimer.php 

http://www.mahendraprophecy.com/privacy-policy.php 

Reading daily range:  When we predict a 

weaker trend it means prices can break lower side 

and they can trade below predicted lows. (You can 

cover short but don’t buy extra at lower levels 

until our indicators give buy signal). 

When we predict a positive trend, means daily 

price can break upside and they can trade higher 

than predicted price (you can book profit but don’t 

short that market). 
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